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Bible Gateway passage: Genesis 3 - New Revised Standard
20 The man named his wife Eve, [] because she was the mother of all living.
21 And the Lord God made garments of skins for the man [] and for his wife, and clothed them. 22 Then the Lord God said, “See, the man has become like one of us, knowing good and evil; and now, he might reach out his hand and take also from the tree of life, and eat, and live forever”— 23 therefore the Lord God

Mark 10:21 NIV - Jesus looked at him and loved him
21 Jesus looked at him and loved him. “One thing you lack,” he said. “Go, sell everything you have and give to the poor, and you will have treasure in heaven. Then come, follow me.

the bible tells me so
Many of us grew up singing the children’s anthem of Sunday School. “Jesus loves me this I know. For the Bible tells me so.”

children are a blessing and a gift from the lord
Pastor David Platt of McLean Bible Church in Virginia told his congregation Sunday that it's crucial more Christians move away from practicing “a false, superficial picture of Christianity” and begin

david platt blasts 'superficial christianity': a 'very skewed' version of the bible is 'being sold'
If no one goes to prison for actor Alec Baldwin's accidental killing of cinematographer Halyna Hutchins, our society will have failed a crucial moral test.

someone must go to prison for the killing of halyna hutchins
Many of us might have multiple Bibles in our homes that we do not think twice about the great value and privilege of having them. We may have gotten lax on our Scripture memory. We might even want to

why the bible app being taken down in china should motivate us to know god’s word
Watching the news can be quite overwhelming, especially with everything happening today. However, these verses will help you remember that God is still in control.

7 bible verses to remember when you are overwhelmed by the news
THE DEFEAT OF SATAN Zac Poonen The greatest battle that ever took
place on this earth is not written about in any of the world's history-books. It was on Calvary, when Jesus through His death defeated

the defeat of satan
Narcissus was a beautiful hunter in ancient Greece. He shunned all romantic advances. None were as beautiful as he knew himself to be, so there was no reason for a relationship with anyone. Eventually

we all tell ourselves stories to explain life
The election of the elders of an evangelical church is usually an uncontroversial, even unifying event. But this summer, at an influential megachurch in Northern Virginia, something went badly wrong.

the evangelical church is breaking apart
Tim Barton appeared on the Truth & Liberty Coalition's weekly livestream, where he repeated many of the same false claims regularly

like father, like son: tim barton spreads his father's lies that the constitution is filled with bible verses
Narcissus was a beautiful hunter in ancient Greece. He shunned all romantic advances. None were as beautiful as he knew himself to be, so there was no reason for a

the stories we tell ourselves
In the face of a challenging, changing culture, young people often wrestle with how to process the pressures that face them as they grow up. Church youth

‘preach the bible’ namb tells youth leaders at coaching network gathering
Loneliness is the distress someone feels when their social connections don’t meet their need for emotional intimacy. So, it’s lack. It’s disappointment. It’s something we are conscious of, even when

the riddle of church loneliness
ESV Translation Oversight Committee member Dr. Peter Williams discusses many of the factors involved in translating the New Testament.

podcast: how to translate the new testament (peter williams)
A devout evangelical Christian friend of mine recently texted to explain why he was not getting the COVID-19 vaccine. "Jesus went around healing lepers and touched them without

out of context: using bible verses isn’t a practice confined to those opposed to vaccines
You’ve probably heard the Bible story about Sodom and Gomorrah, found in the Book of Genesis. You know, how God destroyed the two cities by fire and brimstone because of their great sinfulness.

is it just a bible fable?
She passed on the offer, however, given that TLC wanted her to become more country-fide: A horse-riding, straw-chewing country girl who, by golly, just so happened to be able to talk to dead people.

she’s in the business of talking to the dead - and business is good
Covid has affected everything. I think it has caused more sleepless nights then we could imagine. So what do we do if we’re not taking sleep aids?

reflections: use the bible to rest your mind at night instead of sleeping aids
Believe it or not, the Bible was not written to you. It was written with you in mind, but it was not written to you, sitting at your kitchen table in Marshalltown, Iowa, in 2021. No, it was written

the easy yoke and light burden
What internal recordings and documents reveal about a major conservative group — and the future of the Republican Party.

god, trump and the closed-door world of a major conservative group
If no one goes to prison for Baldwin's accidental killing of cinematographer Hutchins, our society will have failed a crucial moral test.

dennis prager: someone must go to prison for the killing of halyna hutchins
As a racecar driver, Danica Patrick broke barriers and set records with her on-track performance. It wasn’t long before she joined the mainstream ranks by succeeding in the male-dominated world of 

**danica patrick's unfiltered thoughts on racing, sexism, money, the bible**

An ancient Chinese flood myth pictures a brother and sister surviving the deluge inside of a giant, magical gourd. Stories like these are usually considered ancient works of fiction, impermeable to modern scrutiny.

**ancient cultures faced rising seas and lived to tell the tale**

The Gospel of Mark (Pseudo-Mark) is the earliest Catholic gospel, and it already contains many being-models. It does not contain any talk of people as snakes as far as I remember, but it does contain stories of miraculous events.

'**the gospel of mark' on women as dogs**

When we say that someone or something is the one and only, we are saying there can be no other. A good example of this is that my wife, Melissia, is the one and only in my heart.

**jesus — the one and only**

In the early days of the pandemic, when protective measures were first being advised, my daughter lamented, “I wish the CDC hadn’t said that masks primarily protected other people, rather than me.”

**diebel: masks? vaccines? bible is clear on loving others**

Call unto me, and I will answer you, and show you great and mighty things which you know not.” God gives us an invitation. Call unto Me. We should immediately turn to our heavenly Father. Then He may lead you to Abilene: the story of a pastor and wife team

It’s the Bible. Do other states have state books Forty-eight percent weekly. Which tells me the state should consider adopting a geology text as the state book. We should feel wonder at these ancient stories. 

**commentary: should the bible be texas' state book?**

Let me explain. In 2010 The museum wants to tell a story about the inerrancy of the Bible. The idea is that when we flip open the Bible, what we’re reading came straight to us from God.

**the museum of the bible forgot that one commandment**

This story that St. Luke tells not the only Bible verse I have seen and heard evangelical Christians use to justify anti-vaccine convictions. Other popular passages include Psalm 30:2: “Lord, I

**cherry-picking the bible and using verses out of context isn’t a practice confined to those opposed to vaccines - it has been done for centuries**

This story that St. Luke tells the Bible from Philadelphia public schools, destroyed two of the city’s Catholic churches before the Pennsylvania militia stopped the violence. These so

**quoting the bible out of context has been done for centuries**

People need to read the Bible. So here in 2021, I’ll give it yet another try now with two grandkids. One coach didn’t want my younger grandchild on the team and called me at home to tell.

**letters to the editor saturday, oct. 9**

Could you tell me about the process of creating this oratorio My home town, Kristiansand, belongs to the so-called Bible belt of Norway, and I myself grew up as a conservative Christian.

**interview: composer rolf arvind gupta on finding inspiration in vedic texts and miraculous places**

He opened the Bible and spoke the gospel into the lives. In fact, over the years I’ve had many adults tell me that on a given Sunday it was the children’s sermon that spoke to them most.

**in defense of the children’s sermon**

So as those of us who have watched “The In that context of Exodus, that is a
good thing. And that, to me, even as a kid in Bible study, was just like, “What?” What is an angel in the ‘midnight mass’ producers break down biblical references to father paul’s heavenly secret
“There’s nowhere for me Bible and felt the scales fall from his eyes. “I was shocked, for the first time comprehending what a really strange book it is,” he said. “There were so
mike flanagan explores his private horrors in ‘midnight mass’
The murderer slayed three young women in Glasgow between 1968 and

1969, earning his nickname by supposedly quoting from the Bible to his victims. And when he was growing up, Ian’s mum would tell

i feared i would become serial killer bible john’s next victim, says ian rankin
It has to be a two-way thing. The Bible tells us in James 4:8, “Draw near to God, and he will draw near to you.” So how do you climb out of your spiritual rut? Here are four things to consider